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Use of allocated Neighbourhood Community Infrastructure Levy – showing projects 

considered, with those agreed 28 April 2022 marked by a tick symbol 

 

  Proposal Cost indication (from one supplier) 

 1 
Fixed picnic benches (non-rotting) on The Common 

(consider risk of litter and vandalism) 

£800 - £1000 inclu..VAT per bench plus 

cost of concrete bases and fixings 

√ 2 Large marquee for social events 

Depends on specification e.g. approx 

£1100 including VAT for 3m x 6m (650 

grams per sq m quality) 

 3 
Bus shelter for children going to Hartismere High School 

(consider risk of litter and vandalism) 

Depends on specification. £2200 for 

simple no seat shelter to £6000 inclu. 

VAT.  

√ 4 
New parish notice board/footpath map potentially 

benefitting a wider range of walkers 

Depends on specification starting at  

approx. £900 inclu. VAT. 

√ 5 

Replacement village gateway signs with ones made of rot 

proof material. The wooden one on the B1077 from 

Brome direction has rotted and collapsed. The one from 

the Diss direction is also wooden and requires routine 

maintenance. 

Depends on specification. One 

supplier has quoted £870 inclu. VAT per 

gateway. Fixing would need to be 

agreed with Suffolk Highways. 

 6 
Additional dog mess signs erected in area - particularly 

near common land/farm east of B1077 
Can be obtained free from MSDC 

 7 Dog waste bins  

£190 inclu VAT for a 25 litre bin plus 

cementing of pole and £45 p.a. 

emptying charge per bin 

√ 8 
Additional electronic speed sign for Old Bury Road 

positioned on east or west approach 

£3720 inclu VAT for Westcotec Speed 

Indicator Device similar to the one on 

the B1077. Suffolk Highways need to 

approve sites. 
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 9 

Improvements to footbridge to left of Stuston Court  and 

the ones to the west of Talbots Meadow to remove 

slipping risk in winter 

A resident asked MSDC about 

surfacing. Unlikely to be approved 

due to the nature of the area. 

Cost of replacing the small footbridge 

near Stuston Court awaited. 

√ 10 Defibrillator 

Option investigated to date is for a 

machine installed in an external 

unlocked heated cabinet. (Needs use 

of standard 3amp plug for heater) 

£1211.00 to purchase (VAT not 

applicable) plus £200 every 5 years to 

replace battery and £45 to replace 

pads if used or every 3-5 years). 

√ 11 
Replacement mirror to aid those crossing the B1077 from 

School Lane 

A more substantial mirror with wider 

visibility approx £130 including VAT 

 12 

Partnership with MSDC and landowner to erect covert 

movement-activated camera in wooded area on North 

side of Old Bury Road/Thrandeston Road 

This fly tipping is outside the village 

boundary and on private land, so is 

the responsibility of the landowner. 

 13 Repair of light in telephone box by qualified electrician 
More appropriately charged to 

revenue budget, if electrician found. 

√ 14 Platinum Jubilee plaque for Coronation tree  More details required. 

 

Some options will require permission from landowner or MSDC before proceeding. 

 


